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To all players worldwide, 
 

When was the last time you played outside? And do you remember the feeling of totally immersing 
yourself in play when you were a kid? When I ask these questions, mostly the first answer is: too long 

ago. And the second question is followed by a thoughtful moment and a smile. 
 

I remember playing on the farm where I grew up, getting my clothes dirty every day with running, 
football, jumping in the water, climbing trees, and making stories in playgrounds. I also remember 
telling my mother “one more time” when dinner was ready, and I was still playing kings’ quest on a 

bulky desktop computer inside, fighting with my brothers on who was next.  
 

Play is well known for bringing joy and development, strengthening heartbeats, and allowing different 
people to interact socially. For kids, but also grown-ups. We want to impact people’s lives through play 

around the world positively. 
 

Yalp does this by combining all the good things of outdoor play with the best of gaming. The result? 
Players of all ages and backgrounds are dancing together under the Sona, learning by playing a 

science quiz on the Memo, throwing a DJ party on the Fono, challenging each other in a football battle 
on the Toro, or trying to beat the local high score on the Sutu. 

 
We challenge you all to discover and share this new way to play. It’s fun, it’s magical, and it’s certainly 
something we can do more as grown-ups. Enjoy reading this brochure and look for more inspiration on 
yalp.com or try finding an interactive near you with our (web)app Yalp+. Or give us a call; we would love 

to hear from you! 
 

Rob Tuitert

Rob Tuitert
Managing Director at Yalp Interactive
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The name Yalp is Play in reverse. Yalp develops and distributes 
state-of-the-art, innovative playsets and sports equipment. We 
combine gaming with playing outside, combining the best of 
both worlds. Our mission is to realize inspiring and challenging 
environments that invite everyone to get active and have fun. 
 
We do this by offering unique interactive play and sports 
equipment and concepts that respond to the target group. Think 
of an outdoor DJ-booth for teenagers, or a dance and play arch, 
like our Sona; it’s not just fun for the children but also the whole 
family.

Our interactive playsets
Yalp launched the world’s first interactive play set in 2007, with 
great success: Yalp Sona Interactive dance and play arch. Shortly 
followed by Yalp Sutu Interactive ball wall, Yalp Toro Interactive 
sports arena, Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-booth, and Yalp Memo 
Interactive play pillars. Yalp has proudly developed these 
inclusive and intuitive interactive products with a green power 
solution that you can easily integrate into virtually any (existing) 
location. 
 
At Yalp, we see interactive play as the interface between the 
digital and the real world. ‘Gaming in the physical world’. The 
gaming world offers imagination, learning, fun, variety, the 
excitement of reaching the next level, and the possibility to 
adapt levels to an individual player. The physical world brings 
physical activity, social interaction, community involvement, and 
the rewarding feeling of being outdoors. 
 
Our vision is that everyone regardless of nationality, language, 
preference, user needs, age, gender, and ability, should have the 
same opportunities to explore and achieve. 
 
We strive to create unique sports and playgrounds that 
accentuate, not define, a play space, embracing the true 
meaning of inclusion and adaptive play. Yalp Interactive products 
offer barrier-free entry and inclusive play in the broadest sense 
of the word while at the same time providing challenge and 
excitement in play. 
 
A New Way to Play!

We are Yalp
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Yalp has deep roots in the playground industry. We have, after all, been in the industry since circa 1980. 
For years the playground industry had pretty much stayed the same. With everything else in the world-
changing, our founders Ben, the Steve Jobs of Play, and Imgard Admiraal saw an opportunity to grow in 
the traditional play industry, which later included interactive play. 
 
Today we are proud of the successful installations that we have been able to realize worldwide. On our 
live Interactive Activity Map, you can see all the installed interactive playground equipment. 
 
Curious to hear what others think of our products? Read about what others have to say about our 
products. www.yalp.com/experiences

For over a decade we’ve dared to do things 
differently

PLAY & LEARN

MUSICSOLAR

YALP TORO

YALP FONOYALP SOLAR

Interactive playsets

✔ Energized team play
✔ High intensity
✔ Small footprint, large                      
    capacity
✔ Dynamic experience

YALP SUTU

✔ Competitive
✔ Solo or group play
✔ High Intensity
✔ Tactics & skills
✔ Inclusive Play

✔ Inclusive Play
✔ Upgrade urban 
spaces
✔ Hang out Spot
✔ Socializing
✔ Creative expression

✔ Self-sufficient 
solution
✔ Safe
✔ Battery monitoring
✔ High Quality
✔ No electrical bill

FitnessImagination Reaction MusicBrains FitnessLanguage MathsCreativityBrains 

Fitness PrecisionTacticsCreativity Reaction Fitness TeamplayTacticsCreativity Reaction

SPORTS

Dance Future 
house

TrapTropical 
house

HiphopDance Future 
house

TrapTropical 
house

Hiphop

YALP SONA

✔ Inclusive play
✔ Family fun
✔ Iconic landmark
✔ Intuitive & free play
✔ Imaginative play

YALP MEMO

✔ Outdoor classroom
✔ 21st century skills 
✔ STE(A)M education
✔ Cooperation
✔ Exploration

“The Yalp Memo is designed so that the games 
are not just physical, but it also enhances social 

cohesion, and has an educational dimension.”

- Principal Marco Schaap, Juliana school

“The Yalp Sona dance & play arch is well 
accepted. It requires no supervision or game 

manual. The children love to listen to the Viking’s 
voice because he explains which game they are 

going to play.”

- Mrs. Gasthaus, Zoo & Adventure park Thule 

You not only make playing and rehabilitating 
more fun and challenging, but you can also check 
the results as they are measured, which inspires 

competitivity.”

- Jochem Uytdehaage - Dutch ice skating legend, 
about smart technology and play

Check all of our locations

https://www.yalp.com/locations/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=locations
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Why interactive? 

Source: The Guardian, Friday, March 25, 2016.
Source: World Population Review, 2022

74%

Thomas Hartong & Rob Tuitert 
The Designers of Interactives

Honors and awards

• Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2006 - Yalp Sona Interactive dance 
and play arch 

• Leisure & Sport Totaal Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Interactive ball 
wall

• Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2009 - Yalp Sutu Interactive ball 
wall

• Pleisureworld Novelty Award 2012 - Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-
booth 

• Building Holland Award 2012 - Yalp Sutu Interactive ball wall
• EU Profit Innovation Award 2013 - Yalp Memo Interactive play 

pillars 
• Red Dot Design Award 2014 - Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-booth
• World Trade Center Export Award 2016
• Oranje Trade Mission Fund Award 2016

The unique play solutions of Yalp are internationally 
recognized.  Yalp has won several national and international 
awards over the years. One of them is the most prestigious 
Reddot Design Award, 2014.

We live in a rapidly changing world with increased digitalization. Interactive play is the link between the 
digital and the real world. The game world offers challenges, brings variety and innovation, and the real 
world provides, among other things, physical exercise outdoors and social interaction. With our interactive 
products, we meet the demands of this new reality and the new generation while ensuring outdoor play 
benefits. Interactive play merges the entertainment value of video gaming with the best of healthy outdoor 
play. Our interactive products bring the solutions to today’s challenges. Let’s be honest; a swing or slide 
simply isn’t enough to challenge today’s generation. 
 
Traditional playgrounds and sports fields still serve a wonderful and important purpose, which should 
stay this way. However, the group of kids that do not seek exercise and outdoor play by themselves can 
be enticed to do so through interactive playsets. Not just moving around but actively exercising is what 
ultimately leads to the desired benefits and reduction of public health issues. Increasing the prevalence of 
outdoor play is a tangible and effective way. A healthy community can lead to reduced healthcare costs—
beneficial both short-term and longterm.

The 5 design principles 

Fun
“Please, can I go one more time?” is a phrase you might hear in a 
playground from a child to a parent. We love to hear that from everyone 
playing our products because it means someone is having fun. We like 
to include the ‘one-more-time-effect’ in all our designs. Fun is a top 
priority because if it’s not fun, no one will play, and you can forget about 
the other four principles.FUN

CREATE THE ONE-MORE TIME EFFECT

Active
We like our products to be able to get people off the couch and move! 
We spend so much of our time in a seating position, also known as the 
“sitting disease.” Research showed that 3 out of 4 children in the UK 
spend less time outside than prisoners do. We design our products to 
get people active in a playful way that is good for their body and mind.

ACTIVE
IT’S A HEALTHY EXERCISE

Smart
We combine gaming elements and outdoor play to create A New Way to 
Play. Using innovative technology to level-up the playground and create 
magical play environments. Upload new cool features and games to the 
play equipment for the users to discover. The play adjusts dynamically to 
the user, and the software can be adjusted to fit the players. We use the 
data from our playsets to continually improve all our locations.SMART

LEVEL-UP THE PLAYGROUND

Outdoor
We believe in the power of healthy, adventurous outdoor play. Dancing 
outside in the rain with your friends, or playing football on a sunny 
day. That’s why we design all our interactive products to last outside, 
resistant against weather and vandalism. while we encourage outdoor 
play, all of our interactives can also be installed inside.

OUTDOOR
BUILT TO LAST

Creative
As Yalp designers, we do not create play, but the possibilities to play. 
If we do it well, we offer the players ‘1001 ways to play’ to discover 
themselves. In our experience, the only people asking ‘how the game 
should be played’ are grown-ups. We do not tell the players how to play 
but give them some hints plus the freedom to develop their own rules 
and ideas to create real magic.CREATIVE

1001 WAYS TO PLAY

UK statistics 
show that children 
between the ages of 
5 and 12 spent less 
than 60 minutes 
playing outside 
each day.

“Worldwide obesity has 
nearly tripled since 1975, 
with about 13% of adults 
being obese and about 
39% of adults being 
overweight.”
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The Yalp Sona Interactive dance and play arch experience goes 
beyond the accessibility guidelines. Players of all abilities truly 
play alongside one another. The Sona is genuinely inclusive. 
We have witnessed plenty of children with mental or physical 
disabilities who light entirely up when playing the Sona. One 
nice example is of a child with autism that would usually remain 
non-reactive in everyday situations but who entirely light up 
when playing, moved her arms, danced, and smiled while playing 
underneath the Sona.  
 
Furthermore, the Sona promotes multigenerational play as adults 
and children dance together. The Sona has also been placed 
in healthcare innovation centers for seniors. In these centers, 
seniors and those with dementia are able to exercise to music-
guided programs that support their health and well-being, where 
they exercise to music-guided programs, contributing to the 
well-being of seniors and those with dementia. Music remains 
rooted in the brain, even far into the later stages of dementia. 
The Sona helps people with Alzheimer’s to become more 
mentally alert.  
 
Another great benefit of having the Sona at senior homes, is 
that children and grandchildren can have fun dancing & playing 
together with their grandparent(s). We’ve created unique game 
bundles with games and content customized to this target 
group.

Yalp Sona
Inclusive Play
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The Yalp Sona Interactive dance and play arch is an 
interactive game arch that challenges the players 
repeatedly. The Sona is developed for indoor and outdoor 
use, and new games are continuously being developed, 
so the device remains interesting. It works intuitively: 
if you walk under the bow, it will immediately ask you 
if you want to play a game! Different games can be 
selected at the touch of a button. At the top of the arch 
is a motion sensor that reacts precisely to the players 
movements on the dance floor. So there are no sensors 
on the 4.5 m x 4.5 m dance floor. We have designed the 
Yalp Interactive playsets to last for years in the outdoor 
public space, so all the electronics are safely housed in 
the Sona’s steel frame. 

Eye-catching arch (different colors 
available)

Motion detection camera and light 
module

Internal steel construction

Loudspeaker

Button (Push and play!)

Playing surface (customizable)

Internet connection via 3G for 
service, new games and updates

The Sona floor is freely accessible (also with a 
wheelchair), and several players can play on it 
simultaneously in a group. Each game consists 
of increasingly difficult levels, which ensures that 
the games remain challenging. New games are 
continuously available, and players can even make 
up their own rules. New games are continuously 
available, and players can even make up their own 
rules; the game remains challenging. New games are 
automatically downloaded to the device through a 
3G connection. The Sona is fun for the whole family. 
We regularly see dads, moms, and grandparents 
playing with their kids and grandkids.

Check all the games in our Store: 
my.yalp.com

Specifications Yalp Sona and Game starter package

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

Yalp Sona
Interactive dance and play arch

Freeze
A fresh take on the game musical chairs. 
Dance and stand still when the music stops.

Dance Battle
One team dances on the blue circles. The 
other team dances on the green circles.

Reaction Race
Showcase your ninja reflexes. Stand as quick 
as you can on the correct location.

Commando
Listen to the arch and do what the arch  
says. Stand on a color, number, or shape.
Work together or alone. When you are 
successful, you’ll level up.

Codebreaker
Pull off the perfect bank heist. Remember 
and enter the correct vault combinations.

Click here for more information

https://store.yalp.com/store/games/sona
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-sona/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=sona
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In 2014, Pleisureworld’s Yalp Memo Interactive play pillars gaming 
device was nominated for the most innovative product in the 
leisure sector. Yalp received the majority of votes and received a 
very positive evaluation. The official panel reported the following: 
“Yalp has already received the Pleisureworld Innovative Award 
several times for their interactive concepts, including the Yalp 
Sona Interactive dance and play arch, the Yalp Sutu Interactive 
ball wall, and the Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-booth. The panel was 
very positive about the usability and design of the Memo. It 
is very solid, and the online platform My Yalp makes the game 
playable without supervision.” The columns and floor can be 
themed to customer specifications. 
 
With the introduction of the Memo, Yalp continues to assert 
itself as a leading trendsetter in the field of interactive 
playground equipment. Yalp always uses the latest technologies 
and methodologies in its products. By developing new games 
for its existing products, Yalp continues to offer users new 
challenges. The Memo uses a large play area where children can 
play alone or in groups. Because of the different types of games, 
the Memo is equally entertaining for all ages. The flat surface 
also makes the Memo fully accessible for people who rely on 
walkers or wheelchairs. All these factors make the Memo an 
inclusive playset. Parents playing with their children also have 
a physical challenge and a lot of fun with the Memo. The Memo 
provides activity for multiple generations, entertaining the whole 
family. 
 

Yalp Memo 
Pleisureworld 
novelty award
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Yalp Memo
Interactive play pillars
The Yalp Memo Interactive play pillars are pedagogically 
valuable play equipment that challenges children 
and young people. The interactive play equipment for 
indoors and outdoors adapts itself to the present day 
and therefore remains interesting. The Memo consist of 
7 pillars equipped with a 360° LED touch screen that 
shows minimalistic arcade-like visual effects. 
 
The focus is on pure-play enjoyment, although many 
games have an additional educational aspect. For 
example, children expand social skills such as teamwork, 
learn, calculate or practice the alphabet. The more often 
they practice, the higher the level they reach. As a result, 
the Memo game pillars combine the social, physical, and 
health effects. 

Choose a game at the main pillar 
(Push and play!)

Powder-coated stainless steel 
construction

6 play columns in a circle of 8m/20ft 
diameter

360-degree touch screen

Playing surface (customizable & 
optional)

Internet connection via 3G for 
service, new games and updates

Children usually approach everything with an open 
mind and just start playing! As an addition to classic 
classroom teaching, the Memo game columns 
offer innovative motivation for learning. Numeracy 
games promote children’s mathematical skills, and 
spelling games have never been so much fun as with 
the Memo. Due to the movement-intensive way of 
playing, the Memo is educationally valuable and 
promotes healthy exercise. 

Specifications Yalp Memo and Game starter package

1

1

2

3

4

5

3

2

4

5

Check all the games in our Store: 
my.yalp.com

Tag
Timers are running out! Reach your pillar on 
time. The player with the highest score wins.

ABC
Practice the alphabet or compete against 
other players for the fastest ABC in the 
world.

Runner
The ultimate speed challenge. Run as fast as 
you can and complete two full rounds.

Animal Quiz
This game contains the funniest questions 
about animals, insects, and everything that 
crawls.

Math - Add
Work together to solve multiple math 
challenges in 6 different difficulty levels.

Click here for more information

https://store.yalp.com/store/games/memo
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-memo/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=memo
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The interactive playsets are embedded with highly advanced 
technology yet are intuitive and easy to understand. All games 
are designed to be fun, challenging, straightforward, and 
accommodate the always-changing world of children. With an 
extensive library of skill games to choose from, the Yalp Sutu 
Interactive ball wall is one of the world’s most dynamic outdoor 
play products. It stimulates all players to work on boosting their 
skills actively. 
  
The Sutu is the perfect playset for the public area or commercial 
venues but can also be used as a great training tool for 
professional soccer teams at an elite level. With the Sutu, you 
can improve your agility, speed, and accuracy skills. 

Yalp Sutu
A challenge for 
every type of player
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Yalp Sutu
Interactive ball wall

There are many benefits to playing outdoors: exercise, 
social interaction, and fresh air can do wonders. 
However, it is difficult to exceed the entertainment value 
of video games or television. That’s why we’ve come up 
with a solution to invite players outside again. 
 
The Yalp Sutu Interactive ball wall brings people 
together and encourages them to participate in active 
competition with friends. All the games have different 
levels and are challenging for all players, from beginner 
to advanced. The Sutu contains 16 illuminated LED 
panels that register ball contact using vibration sensors. 
Therefore, Sutu is not restricted to soccer only and 
usable for sports like tennis or basketball.

Loudspeakers for multi-directional 
game feedback

Choose a game (Push and play!)

Vandalism-proof LED panels

Powder-coated steel construction 
(different colors possible)

Internet connection via 3G for 
service, new games and updates

The interactive playsets are embedded with highly 
advanced technology yet are made to be intuitive 
and easy to understand. All games are designed to be 
fun, challenging, straightforward, and accommodate 
children’s always-changing world. With a big library 
of skill games to choose from, the Sutu is one of 
the world’s most dynamic outdoor play products. It 
stimulates all players to actively work on boosting 
their skills. 
 
The Sutu is the perfect playset for public areas or 
commercial venues. Still, it can also be used as a 
great training tool for professional soccer teams at 
an elite level. With the Sutu, you can improve skills 
such as agility, speed, and accuracy.

Specifications Yalp Sutu and Game starter package

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Check all the games in our Store: 
my.yalp.com

Speed
Max your shot power. Hit the 
wall as hard as you can.

Fox
It’s only you, the ball and the 
crowd. Hit as many targets 
within a set amount of time.

Shape
Hit the shape on the wall. The 
perfect game for the tactical 
player.

Spot
Use power-ups to hit the targets 
and claim the highest score!

Total
Fill the wall! Hit every panel 
without making a mistake.

Click here for more information

https://store.yalp.com/store/games/sutu
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-sutu/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=sutu
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The Yalp Toro Interactive sports arena challenges a broad 
audience, especially when the Toro is used for sports activities 
such as soccer or field-hockey training. The Toro was developed 
through the ideas of the former hockey player and hockey 
coach, Marc Lammers. He concluded that children should have 
the ability to just try out things more and playfully gain skills. 
Furthermore, the Toro’s four goals guarantee a more active game 
than an arena with 2 goals. 
 
Marc Lammers: “When my son was 7 years old, he didn’t want to 
participate in field hockey anymore. He thought it was boring 
and not challenging enough. This is the reality for many children 
playing sports. The outcome is worse than imagined—the kids 
lose interest in sports. The Toro is an arena that appeals to the 
current generation of children and ensures fun for everyone. 
 
Regular sports arenas and traditional play yards at most parks 
have become the norm. It’s hard to do without.
 
That is why 5-star holiday park (‘t Rheezerwold) in the 
Netherlands replaced one of its tennis courts with a colorful new 
Toro arena. Giving a whole new dimension to sports like field 
hockey and soccer. “At night, after dinner, this central square 
place becomes jam-packed and lively. Large groups of kids and 
teenagers play at the same time, often even together with their 
parents.” Explains Chiel Palstring, Managing Director at holiday 
park ‘t Rheezerwold, the Netherlands.

Yalp Toro
Professional and recreational
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Yalp Toro
Interactive sports arena

The Yalp Toro Interactive sports arena is a colorful 
multipurpose playground. In the compact sports field, 
children always move with plenty of contact with the 
ball. Since the game takes place in a small space, every 
player is involved in the game. The sloping corners and 
the four goals on each side of the sports arena keep 
the game moving, and every player is in motion. The 
Toro playing field challenges players to run free and play 
tactically. 
 
We wanted to challenge athletes and players in a fun 
way and contribute to intensive training. By using 
interactive goals, we created an environment that 
drastically changes training sessions. Players and 
athletes learn to adapt quickly to new situations and 
have a lot of fun.

Choose a game at the main goal 
(Push and play!)

Fencing system (customizable)

Barrier-free entrance (optional)

LED panels

Strong concrete base around the 
goals

Rounded corners to keep the ball in 
play for a more active game

Internet connection via 3G for 
service, new games and updates

The core of the Toro is the interactive goals. Each 
goal has sensors that register touch and actively 
react to it through LED light and sound. A set of four 
goals can be installed in any sports arena and on 
any sports field. This quickly creates an interactive 
multipurpose sports arena, even in a small space. 
Create your own interactive arena and create a 
unique and very intense experience. In addition to 
your classic sports field, sports arena, or playground, 
inspire with a striking new highlight.

Specifications Yalp Toro and Game starter package

1

2

4

3

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Check all the games in our Store: 
my.yalp.com

Shifter
The goals randomly shift 
colour. Try to hit the goal in 
your color.

Goal Switch
Knockout your opponents. 
Remain on the field as long as 
you can.

4play
Your rules, your game. Use the 
4 goals in the way you like to 
play

Red vs. Green
Control the field. Change all 
the goals to your own color.

Bottle Shot
Deplete your opponent’s goals. 
Hit a goal to start the drain and 
the last person standing wins.

Click here for more information

https://store.yalp.com/store/games/toro
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-toro/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=toro
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The Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-booth won the coveted Red Dot 
design award in 2014. The design was chosen from more than 
4,800 entries from 53 countries. Yalp Fono joins the ranks of 
national and international previous Red Dot winners such as 
Apple, BMW, Nike, Auping, and Philips. The Red Dot is the largest 
international design award in the world.

The Fono has been designed to be a creative DJ booth that 
provides a positive way to express yourself. Simply spin your 
tunes by using sound packs available on the Fono or by 
connecting your smartphone.

Yalp Fono 
Red Dot design
award winner
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Yalp Fono
Interactive DJ-booth

The Netherlands are renowned for their highly 
professional DJs – now everyone can discover their 
musical talent with the Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-booth! 
 
The Fono is designed to create something positive for 
teenagers and everyone young at heart. Music has 
always been and will always be a meaningful way to 
express your identity. The Fono allows future DJs to 
explore their creativity.

High-class concrete base

Chill tubes to hang out with friends

Loudspeakers, covered with a 
stainless steel grille

DJ mixing desk with real turning 
discs

Internet connection via 3G for 
service, new games and updates

The Fono is straightforward and intuitive: you put 
your smartphone on the DJ-booth and the music 
being played is transferred to the Fono. This music 
can be mixed and edited with impressive effects 
– just like a real DJ! The Fono stays up-to-date 
because young people always bring their music 
with them on their smartphones. If the user forgets 
their mobile phone, then there is no need to worry; 
the Fono also offers pre-installed music for you to 
discover. 

Specifications Yalp Fono and Game starter package

LoopDelay ScratchCrossfaderPitch

1 2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Each set consists of 20 unique and 
different audio samples! Check 
out all the music at the link below: 
my.yalp.com

Dancefloor Synths
A set of dance loop samples. 
Royalty free and specifically 
designed for the Fono.

Kings
A set of trap loop samples. 
Royalty free and specifically 
designed for the Fono.

The Future
A set of future house loop 
samples. Royalty free and 
specifically designed for the Fono.

Classic Hiphop
A set of classic hiphop loop 
samples. Royalty free and 
specifically designed for the Fono.

Palmtree Beats
A set of tropical house loop 
samples. Royalty free and 
specifically designed for the Fono.

Click here for more information

https://store.yalp.com/store/games/fono
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-fono/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=fono
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Properly equipped public areas facilitate and encourage social 
cohesion. In collaboration with urban and park furniture producer 
Grijsen, Yalp developed the ‘Design edition’ of the Yalp Fono 
Interactive DJ-booth. Solid wooden street furniture is joined to 
steel frameworks and concrete bases to the outdoor DJ-booth. 
 
The combination of wood, concrete, and steel gives this design 
edition a tough, solid, yet refined look. The Fono design edition 
is available in various pre-combined models and separate 
customizable elements. This allows you to “build your own Yalp 
Fono Interactive DJ-booth.” 
 
The concrete DJ-booth is the base to which one or multiple 
benches, chill bars, tables, and even a dancefloor can be added. 
Ask us about all Yalp Fono Interactive DJ-booth design options 
and prices!

Yalp Fono 
Design edition
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1

MAX. 6m

Distance to the  
interactive device

Button

The best features
Network independent solution for 
your interactive sports and play 
equipment
 
It’s free! Once the Yalp Solar is 
installed, the costs are zero, thanks 
to the sun

Online battery control through the 
My Yalp platform

It’s safe! Only low voltage is used

Turnkey: no questions about who 
arranges the necessary electricity

Easy installation: less digging and 
less cable

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Yalp Solar
Interactive solar post

Yalp Solar Interactives solar post is specifically 
developed to provide green energy for the Yalp 
Interactive playsets, without the need to prepare and 
install a mains power cable. A new way to power. The 
Yalp Solar is designed to last typical Dutch winters, 
offering at least 2 hours of play. 

Completely black solar panel

Yalp y-shape, resembling a hand 
supporting the panel towards the 
sun. 90º adjustable

Stainless steel + color matching the 
interactive play equipment

Battery foot. Offers stability to the 
posts and creates easy access for 
maintenance.

To save more energy and play longer during 
wintertime, our Yalp interactives can be put in (energy 
saving) Eco Mode. In Eco Mode, the interactive will 
switch off during standby mode and switch when the 
button is pressed. 

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

Click here for more information

https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-solar/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=solar
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My Yalp is an online tool/platform to manage your interactive playset, find and download game content, and 
see how well your product performs. Our designers invest a lot of time in the usability of My Yalp. Our starting 
point: keep it simple. If someone can control a smartphone, they can also control and manage an interactive 
playset.

 Choose any game

 Manage your product

 Remote control

 Access to advanced user statistics

Assign multiple users

 Monitoring and service by Yalp

My Yalp

Discover all the possibilities!
www.yalp.com

Yalp+
Yalp+ is a free (web)app available for the Yalp Interactive playground equipment where users can enjoy 
more play possibilities.

Yalp+ offers many new experiences for your interactive playground equipment! It shows interactive 
products nearby. Teaches you how to play a game. And let’s firends compete with each other.

Try it out for yourself! app.yalp.com

The success of the Yalp Interactive playground is also thanks to its prominent designs. Our playground 
design team creates tailor-made proposals that include the desired play value needed for your location.

We understand that designing an interactive playground can be intimidating. That’s why we are here to 
help you every step of the way. Contact us for more details.

If you want to instantly see if interactive sports or play equipment fits your project needs. Try our AR app! 
Experience a Yalp Interactive product in a neighborhood, shopping center, or even your backyard, using 
our Augmented Reality feature. The sky is the limit!

Design Service

Start designing

https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-apps/my-yalp/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=myyalp
https://app.yalp.com?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=yalpplus
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/yalp-apps/ar/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=ar
https://www.yalp.com/playground-equipment/design-service/?utm_source=BR202201US&utm_medium=digitaal&utm_campaign=design+serivce
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Did we spark your 
interest?

Our socials

Yalp is a global distributor of interactive sports 
and play equipment. We can help you create a 
playground design tailored to your wishes and 
desired play value. Our consult is without any 
obligation. 

Yalp has a wonderful location, with various 
interactive playsets installed. You are more 
than welcome to come by and try them out for 
yourself. 

Feel free to contact us at any time.

Yalp Inc.
100 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000
78701 Austin, TX | The United States of 
America
+1 (512) 370-3178

usa@yalp.com

Yalp Interactive
Nieuwenkampsmaten 12
7472 DE Goor | The Netherlands
+31 (0)547 289 410
contact@yalp.com

“It is important to keep up with times - otherwise, you get left 
behind and under-perform. By becoming aware of this, you can 

apprehend new opportunities and solutions to public issues.”

Wimjoost Licht - Customer of Yalp Sutu, Hengelo Municipality, The Netherlands

Facebook: Yalpinteractives

Instagram: @yalp_int

Linkedin: Yalp Interactive

Youtube: Yalp Interactive

https://www.facebook.com/yalpinteractives
https://www.instagram.com/yalp_int
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yalp-interactive/
https://www.youtube.com/yalpinteractive


BR202201US

Follow us on

www.yalp.com

Yalp Inc 
100 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000

Austin, TX 78701
+1 (512) 370 3178
usa@yalp.com

At Yalp, we want to play, exercise, sport, 
and explore the world because it enriches 
our lives with a positive contribution to 
our physical, mental, and social health. 
We create inspiring environments that 
challenge both young and old to exercise 
and play, but it’s all about having fun. 

http://www.yalp.com

